Various equipment items

Cable binders

Ideal to bind both power cables and extremities.

1$
0,1 pounds

Hand cuffs

It's unclear whether these hand cuffs began their life in a police
precinct or a lingerie boutique.

s.a. 7 $
0,3 pounds

Detergent

Meant to be used in washing machines, but can also be used for
s.a. 10 $
hand washing. Another product of which production resumed after
the War.
2 pounds

Fire extinguisher A beautiful device to fight all kinds of dire. There are very cheap
extinguishers that just squire water, or very expensive ones, that
can only be manufactured in limited numbers after the war, that
spray a fire stifling foam.

s.a. 70 $
(Water)
s.a. 180 $
(foam)
s.a. 3
pounds
(XS)
up to 20
pounds

Needle and
thread

For sewing. Useful for the most diverse works on textiles and
available in various qualities.

s.a. 3 $
0,1 pounds

String

A long string, be it made of pre War Sheep wool, pre War cotton,
post War cottong, leather, nylon or whatever other material that
lends itself to the production of strings. Depending on the
material, the intended use differs. For example nylon strings are
still used by fishermen.

s.a. 3 $
s.a. 0,1
pounds/
Meter

fishhook

A specially made hook to bait fishes, with a lug to attach a string s.a. 7 $
to it. Prices vary depening on origin, size and production material.
Warning: Clean mutated fish before eating. It's best to rinse them 0,1 pounds
with Nuka-Cola or a thinned Rad-Away solution, or to bathe the
filets directly in one.

Net

A big net, that's meant more for professional fishermen than
hobbyists with fishing rod.
Warning: Clean mutated fish before eating. It's best to rinse them
with Nuka-Cola or a thinned Rad-Away solution, or to bathe the
filets directly in one.

s.a. 10 $
each m²
0, 5
pounds
each m²

Spoon net

A relatively small net on a relatively long staff to catch fish.
Warning: Clean mutated fish before eating. It's best to rinse them
with Nuka-Cola or a thinned Rad-Away solution, or to bathe the
filets directly in one.

s.a. 25 $

A plastics or rubber piece, that makes the fishhook drift close to
the water surface. Useful for fishing.
Warning: Clean mutated fish before eating. It's best to rinse them
with Nuka-Cola or a thinned Rad-Away solution, or to bathe the
filets directly in one.

s.a. 30 $

Floater

s.a. 1
pound

0,5 pounds

Thin chain

A half up to a full centimeter diameter and made of metal. For the
most diverse intended uses and made from the most diverse metals
and alloys, available in many colors and for example for bricolage,
decoration or building hunting traps and machines.

12$/ Meter
0,4
pounds/
Meter

(very) thick chain One centimeter to three centimeters in diameter, made of metal.
Like the 'thin chain' made of all possible metals or alloys, both
before and after the War and useful for a lot of things.

20 $/
Meter
1 pounds/
Meter

Hawser

55 $
/Meter

A heavy hawser, thicker and more stable than a rope, but difficult
to transport. Just reeling it in, is nothing for the weak, but it can
keep an angry brahmin bull under control and could serve a big,
heavy Super Mutant as a rope.

4 pounds/
Meter

Gas
(bottle/15 Liter)

A very big container for flammable gas. Pre War gas is incredibly Pre: 120 $
expensive, but one can also use post War gas, made from brahmin Post: 60 $
crap. The question is just, who wants to cook his meals with
former shit?
30 pounds

Wood fuel

A big fagot of wood, enough to let a medium sized bon fire burn
for a night. Wood can't be found everywhere, besides, it's not
smart to drop a tree just anywhere. Luckily, one can buy wood fuel
(or other flammable materials, like pre War paper) in many places.

Charcoal
(briquet)

Wood that has been refined into coal, ideal for making a fire in the s.a. 12 $
Wastes. Is much easier to transport than wood fuel or a whole gas jeeach 7
grill with gas bottles.
pounds

Massage oil/
Baby oil

If you have to ask what this can be used for, you probably don't
want to know. Produced after the war, but not nearly in the same
quality and not as allergy agreeable.

s.a. 20 $

Duct tape holds the world together. Such a roll of tape keeps
nearly forever and can be used for incredibly many applications.
Depending on the situation, duct tape can for example ease
repairs.

s.a. 15 $

Barrier tape is available in many funny colors and with many
funny inscriptions, for example: “POLICE – CRIME SCENE –
DO NOT ENTER!”

s.a. 10 $

Duct tape

Barrier tape

s.a. 4 $/
for 20
pounds
20 pounds

1 pound

1 pound

1 pound

